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1. Introduction. In a previous paper [6] a study was made of "F'-

integrals," that is (roughly speaking) of linear, countably additive order-

preserving mappings 0 from one (real) function space, F, to another, F'. It

was shown that (assuming, as we do throughout, that F and F' satisfy the

countable chain condition) every such 0 can be obtained, to within an iso-

morphism of F, by coordinatewise integration in a product space. That is,

we may regard F as imbedded as a subspace in the space of (suitably defined)

"measurable" functions, modulo "null" sets, on the direct product JX Y of

two spaces, of which J has a tr-finite numerical measure m, in such a way

that for all "integrable" fEF we have

(1) 0(/) = gEF'   where   g(y) = j f(x, y)dm(x).

Now if k is a given non-negative finite "measurable" function on JXY,

another F'-integral 0 can be defined on F by the rule

(2) 0(/) = hEF',   where    h(y) = j k(x, y)f(x, y)dm(x).

That is, 0(f) =<p(kf), for all suitable fEF. Here k need not be in the subspace

F(l). The main problem discussed in this paper is the question of under what

circumstances two given F'-integrals 0, 0, on a given function space F, can

be put in this sort of relation. The problem can be formulated in two ways.

Firstly, we may ask when a fixed kEFexists such that0(f) = <p(kf) identically;

if this is the case, we say that 0 has a "kernel representation" in terms of 0,

with kernel k. We shall see (§4) that this question, which amounts to requir-

ing that 0 be in a sense "differentiable" with respect to 0, has a simple

answer if 0 is "full-valued" (cf. 2.3 below). Secondly, we may ask when 0

and 0 can, as in the above example, be extended to F'-integrals 0*, 0* de-

fined on some function space F*Z}F, in such a way that 0* has a kernel

representation in terms of 0* (with kernel in F*). If this is the case, we say

that 0 has an "extended kernel representation" in terms of 0. We shall obtain
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(') For example, the "kernel operators" usual in analysis have the form h{y) =fk(x, y)f(x)dx.

This is the special case of (2) in which/(x, y) is independent of y. Here F consists of those func-

tions on JX Y which are independent of y; F is isomorphic, in a natural way, to the space of

(measurable) functions on J.
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necessary and sufficient conditions on 0 and 0 for this to be possible (Theo-

rem 7, §5); they amount to saying that 0 "dominates" 0 in a certain sense

(5.3). The solution to this second problem is deduced from that of the first;

we show that 0 has a full-valued extension 0* which is "minimal" in the sense

that F* is as small as possible, and that it suffices to consider this minimal

F* as the extension space involved.

So far, the kernels contemplated have all been non-negative. But a linear,

countably additive mapping 0 of F in F', or "F'-operator on F" is still pro-

vided by (2) even if k can change sign; and we conclude by applying the

previous theory to determine just which F'-operators on F can be put in the

form (2), with arbitrary (finite) kernels. If 0 is expressible in this way, then

0 is clearly of "bounded variation" in a natural sense(2), for we may write

0=0+-0- where 0+(f) =fk+(x, y)f(x, y)dm(x), 0~(/) =fk~(x, y)f(x, y)dm(x),
k+ and kr denoting the positive and negative parts of k. We shall show that,

conversely, every F'-operator on F which is of bounded variation can, after

an isomorphism of F, be put in the form (2) with a suitable (finite, but no

longer positive) kernel. This amounts to representing both the positive and

negative parts of 0 in this form simultaneously (each with a non-negative

kernel); and this simultaneous representation is achieved by constructing a

common "dominant" 0 for them, and representing 0 in the form (1).

A further extension is possible. We are concerned in this paper only with

real function spaces, but there would be no difficulty in extending the results

to complex function spaces. The F'-operator 0 could then be expressed as

0i+i02, where 0! and 02 are real for real functions; and 0 is of bounded varia-

tion if and only if 0i and 02 are, so that the problem of representing 0 comes

to that of representing four (real) positive F'-operators simultaneously. In

fact, the construction in 5.8 below gives a common dominant for countably

many F'-integrals at once, so that we can represent countably many "F'-

operators of bounded variation" (real or complex) in the form (2) simultane-

ously.
This representation theorem is related to work of Kantorovitch and

Vulich [2; 3], and our F'-operators of bounded variation are similar to their

"regular operators." Kantorovitch and Vulich assume the countable chain

condition (in effect) only "locally," and their function spaces need not have a

unit function; apart from this, the present set-up is more general than

theirs. The methods and results are quite different, since these authors were

mainly concerned with special cases, in most of which norms are available.

The foregoing description of the present theory is a little over-simplified,

and our results are somewhat more general than those stated. A "function

(2) That is, ^ is the difference between two positive (order-preserving) operators, i.e.,

essentially the difference between two F'-integrals. The definition adopted below (6.1), though

different, is substantially equivalent to this (see Theorem 10, 6.3).
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space" F (cf. [6] and 2.1 below) includes infinite functions, so the operators

considered are to be defined, not necessarily on all of F, but merely on suffi-

ciently "dense" linear subspaces G of F. (The precise formulations are given

in 2.2 and 6.1 below.) Further, the "positive F'-operators" we consider are a

little more general than the "F'-integrals" of [6], as two normalising condi-

tions are dropped (2.2, 6.2); these normalising conditions were convenient

when only one F'-integral was considered, but become undesirable when, as

here, we have to deal with several F'-integrals simultaneously.

The theory applies both to linear transformations of a function space in

itself (when F' = F), and to linear functionals (when F' = real numbers = space

of functions on a single point). Thus many of our results constitute generaliza-

tions of results well known for linear functionals; for example, the solution of

the first kernel representation problem includes the Radon-Nikodym theo-

rem (Theorem 5, 4.3). The theory of the minimal full-valued extension of 0

(§3), on which our methods are based, is however a new feature, for every

linear functional is automatically full-valued. As by-products, we obtain

several other results which may be of independent interest, for example, a

uniqueness theorem for extensions of F'-measures (3.3), and a rather strong

form of the Hahn decomposition theorem for (real) F'-operators of bounded

variation (6.5).

2. Prehminaries.

2.1 Notation. In general we use the same notation as in [6], an acquaint-

ance which with is assumed. Here we recall that a "function space"

F=F(S, <B, N) is determined by a set S, a Borel field <B of "measurable" sub-

sets of S, and a <r-ideal HCB of "null" sets (though no actual measure is as-

sumed) ; F consists of the equivalence classes modulo ?v[ of ©-measurable

functions on 5 whose values are real numbers or + oo. F is in fact determined,

to within strict isomorphism [6, p. 159], by the Boolean c-algebra E = CB/J<i,

and we also write F as F(E). We usually do not distinguish between a

©-measurable function / on 5 and its equivalence class, {/}, modulo ?i.; the

latter, of course, is the typical element of F. Similarly we shall not distinguish

between a set xE'B and its equivalence class {x} EE. All the function spaces

considered are to satisfy the countable chain condition [6, p. 160]. We make the

conventions that 0 • co = oo 0 = 0, but that oo — co is not defined; thus F is not

quite a linear space, though the finite elements of F form a linear space(3).

If/, gEF and xEE (or <B), we write "ftsg on x" to mean that f(s) ^g(s)

for each sEx — N, where NEH- Similarly "f<Kg on x" means f(s) <g(s) for

each sEx — N (NEH). If x can be taken to be the unit element of E here

(corresponding to the whole set S), we write simply f^g or/«g. The nota-

tion "f<g" means f^g and f^g.  If fnEF (n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■), the elements

(3) The corresponding theory for operators <t> which map one linear space in another (or,

more generally, map one vector <r-lattice, satisfying the countable chain condition, in another)

is included in the present setting; cf. [6, p. 156].
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sup /„, inf /„, and (if they exist) Yf* and lim /„ are similarly defined point-

wise (modulo 7^). (They may be infinite.) In view of the countable chain

condition, sup/a and inf fa exist (possibly infinite) for arbitrary collections

{/„} of elements of F, but in general they cannot be defined pointwise. We

write sup (/, 0) =/+, inf (/, 0) = -/-; thus f+^0, f~^0, /+-/" exists and
equals/, and f++f~= |/|, the function (modulo ?i) whose value at each

sES is \f(s)\.
For each xEE, E(x) denotes the principal ideal consisting of all yEE

such that y^x; it corresponds to the "subspace" x of 5. We regard the func-

tion space F(E(x)) as imbedded in F(E) in an obvious way, a (^-measurable)

function g on x (mod 7<Q corresponding to the function on S which agrees

with g on x and is 0 outside x. Similarly if Ei is a sub-algebra of E (correspond-

ing to a Borel field <BiCB), F(Ei) can be regarded as naturally imbedded in

F(E), the ©i-measurable function /G F(Tii) corresponding to itself. For any

set 4CF, 53(4: E) denotes the smallest a-algebra B such that 4C7*C7i; it

corresponds (mod ?•{) to the Borel field generated by the sets corresponding

to the elements of 4. Usually it is clear which E is meant, and we write

<B(A: E) simply as <B(4).
The unit and zero elements of E are written as e, o respectively; if E', E1,

etc. are Boolean a-algebras, we write their unit elements as e', e1, etc., without

further comment. (It is usually not necessary to distinguish between their

zero elements.) The characteristic function (mod 7v{) of xGTi is denoted by

x(x) (EF). Thus x(«)=l (i-e-. the constant function whose value at each

sES is 1), and x(o) =0. For each/GF, the locus oi f, written [/], is the ele-

ment of E corresponding to the subset {5|/(5)t^0} of 5. Thus, for all/GF,

we have |/[ Ss °° -x[f]; here, and in similar expressions, we write x[f] xn~

stead of x([/])> to simplify the notation.

Finally, the set of non-negative elements of F will be denoted by F+; and,

generally, if GEF, we write GP\F+ as G+.

2.2 F'-integrals and measures; relaxation. Let F=F(S, 'B, N) = F(E) and

F' = F(S', <B', 7i')=F(E') be two function spaces (possibly the same). An

F'-integral on F is, in the first instance, a mapping 0 of F+ in F'+ such that

[6, p. 161]:

(«) <P(Yfn) = Y<P(f«)(f»eF+;n = l,2, ■■■).
(J3) There exist gnEF+ (n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ) such that £gn»0 and 0(g„)«°°.

(7) 0(1)»O.
(5) If/>O,0(/)>O.

It was shown in [6] that each such mapping 0 can be extended uniquely, in

a natural way, to a set G= {/|/GF and <p(f+)—<p(f~) exists} of "integrable"

functions, and we shall usually suppose that this extension has been carried

out. 0 is then linear on G, in the sense that 4>(af+bg) =o0(/) +b<p(g) whenever

a, b are real numbers and both sides have a meaning.
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For any F'-integral 0 on F, we write

(1) Kx) = <p(x(x)) (x E E),

and have that X is a mapping of E in F'+ such that:

(a) If xmxn = o (m^n, m, n = l,2, • • • , xmEE), thenX(sup xm) = ^X(xm).

(b) c = sup an (a„EE, n = l, 2, ■ • •), where X(a„)<5Coo.

(c) X(e)»0.

(d) If x^o, thenX(x)>0.

Any mapping X of £ in F'+ satisfying conditions (a) — (d) is called an F'-

measure on E. Any such X determines uniquely a corresponding F'-integral

0, by a process analogous to ordinary Lebesgue integration [6, p. 164], and

we write

(2) 0(f) =  f fd\ (f E F+, or more-generally / G G).

The conditions (7) and (0) on 0, and (c) and (d) on X, are in the nature

of "normalising" conditions, and we shall later (§§4-6) have to consider

situations in which they are not satisfied. Hence we define a mapping 0 of

F+ in F'+ to be a relaxed F'-integral on F if it satisfies (a) and (ft) above;

similarly a relaxed F'-measure on A is a mapping X of £ in F'+ satisfying (a)

and (b). All the preceding remarks continue to apply; a relaxed F'-integral

0 can be uniquely extended so as to be linear on the set G defined above, and

corresponding relaxed F'-integrals and measures determine each other in

accordance with (1) and (2). For emphasis, F'-integrals and measures which

satisfy (y), (8) and (c), (d) will sometimes be called "strict"; however, all

F'-integrals and measures are strict unless the contrary is stated.

2.3 Full-valued F'-integrals. As in [6, p. 174], an F'-integral 0 on F is

called full-valued if it has the property(4)

(1) Given/GF+ and g'EF'+ such that g'S0(f), there exists gEF+ such

that g^f and 0(g) =g'.
The functions appearing here may be infinite; but is is easy to see that

the meaning of (1) is not changed if we require/ and 0(f) (and thus also g and

g') to be finite. Every numerical F'-integral (the case in which F' reduces to the

functions on a single point) is automatically full-valued.

A necessary and sufficient condition for a (strict) F'-integral 0 on F to be

full-valued is [6, p. 174]:

(2) E' is (cr-)isomorphic to a sub-algebra 4 of £ in such a way that, if

aG4 corresponds to a'EE' in this isomorphism, then \(xa) =\(x)x(a') for

all xEE, X being the F'-measure corresponding to 0.

(4) Note that the similar requirement for X is distinct (it is, in fact, stronger); see [6, p. 174].

Throughout the present paper, "full-valued" refers to <j>, not to X.
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2.4 Extensions. Suppose E is (a-)isomorphic to a sub-algebra 4 of a

Boolean <r-algebra E*, and that 0 is a given F'-integral on E. An F'-integral

0* on F(E*) is said to be an extension of 0 if 0* agrees with 0 on F(4), con-

sidered as a subspace of F(E*), i.e., if for each gEF(A)+, corresponding to

fEF(E), we have <f>*(g)=<p(f). It is obviously equivalent to require of the

corresponding F'-measures X, X* that if aEA corresponds to xGF, then

X*(a)=X(x); in other words, the isomorphism between E and A is to be a

"strict F'-isomorphism" in the sense of [6, p. 166], i.e., preserves F'-measures.

In [6, §5], a construction was given showing that every F'-integral on

F(E) has a full-valued extension^). In the next section we shall consider this

construction (slightly modified) in more detail, showing that it leads to a

minimal full-valued extension, and deriving other properties which will be

needed later.

3. The product (£, X) XE'.
3.1 The construction. Let X be an F'-measure on E, where F' = F(E). It

was shown in [6, pp. 169-172] that another F'-measure algebra, the "direct

product" (E, X) XE', can be defined as follows(6). In the product RXS' oi

the representation spaces of E and E', an "outer F'-measure" X* can be con-

structed which has the property that for each "rectangle" xXx' (xGTi,

x'EE'), X*(xXx') =X(x)x(x'). X* is o--additive on a certain field <B* of

"measurable" sets (which includes all "rectangles"), and vanishes on an ideal

?i* oi "null" sets. The Boolean tr-algebra £* = $3*/N* is then the desired

product (E, X) XE', and X* is the F'-measure on it. Clearly E' is isomorphic

to a sub-algebra Ei of E*, the element x' of E' corresponding to the "cylin-

der" eXx'. Similarly E is isomorphic to a sub-algebra E0 of E*, the element

xEE corresponding to the "cylinder" xXe'; notice that X* then agrees with

X on E. Thus, if 0 is the F'-integral on F(E) corresponding to X (i.e., <j>(f)

= ffd\), and if 0* similarly corresponds to X* on F(E*), <p* is an extension of

0; and, from 2.3(2), 0* is full-valued. For brevity we shall sometimes refer to

the 0* and X* so constructed as the "standard" F'-integral and F'-measure

on F(E*) and E*, respectively.

In [6, pp. 170, 171] it was further shown that any HEB* can be written

as U77„ (n = l, 2, ■ ■ • ) where 77„ is contained in a "cylinder" of the form

a„Xe' where X(a„)<K°° ; and that for each 77„ there exists a double sequence

of "rectangles" rnmk such that UOT rnmkDHn and X*(Um rnmk — Hn)^l/k. It

(6) In fact, the extension <j>* constructed in [6] has the stronger property that X* is full-

valued. However, this is in general a larger extension than we require here.

(6) In [6] this construction was applied, not to (E, X), but to an auxiliary F'-measure

algebra (P, L) which had an additional property (loc. cit. p. 169, equation (1)). This property,

however, is irrelevant to the results which are quoted here. Note that the construction of

(E, X) X£' uses the representation space realizations of E and E'. It is an open question whether

arbitrary realizations of E and E' could be used (with the same construction), though the

answer is affirmative in some cases (for example, if E' is derived from a numerical measure

space).
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follows that, in E*, 77* = U„rUU,» r„mk, so that the Borel field <B(E0\JEa' :E*)
generated by Eo and E0' (in E*) is the whole of E*.

We shall see later (Theorem 2, 3.5) that the properties of (E, X) XA'

which have been mentioned here suffice to characterize it completely, to

within an F'-measure-preserving isomorphism.

3.2 Other products. The type of product just discussed includes several

other products as special cases. The product of a numerical measure algebra

(J, p) and an arbitrary cr-algebra E' (see [4, §4]) is included, for we can re-

gard the number p(x) (xEJ) as a constant function over £', so that p be-

comes an F'-measure on J; the resulting product (J, p) XE' then coincides

with that in [4], as follows from the characterization given in [4]. The

ordinary direct product of two numerical measure algebras, say (Ex, Xi)

X(A2, X2), can then be derived from the product (E*, X*) = (Ex, Xi) XE2 (an

F(E2)-measure algebra) by integration, the numerical measure of any ele-

ment xEE* being /X*(x)c/X2; see [5, §2]. More generally, the product of a

numerical measure algebra (J, p) and a general F'-measure algebra (E, X)

(cf. the construction of (P, L) in [6, p. 169]) can be defined by integration

starting from (7, p)XE = (J*, p*) say, the final F'-measure of xG7* being

fp*(x)dk.
These ideas can be further extended to give more general "direct prod-

ucts" for certain classes of F'-measure algebras, but it seems to be difficult to

define a satisfactory product for two arbitrary F'-measure algebras. Even the

product (E, X) XA' discussed above can behave in an unexpected way; for

example, it can be strictly F'-isomorphic to (E, X) (see 3.7 below).

3.3 A uniqueness theorem. It is not hard to see that a finite F'-measure X

on a Boolean cr-algebra E is determined by its values on any finitely additive

sub-algebra 4 which generates E. We shall show that these values in fact

determine E too. This could be seen by a direct transfinite induction argu-

ment, but the details become rather awkward; the proof we give depends on

the construction outlined in 3.1.

Theorem 1. Let A1, A2 be finitely additive sub-algebras of two F'-measure

algebras (E1, X1), (E2, X2) respectively, and suppose £ is a (finitely additive)

isomorphism of A1 onto A2 such that X2(£(<z)) =X1(a) for all aEA1. Suppose

further that X1 is a-finite on 41(7). Then £ can be extended to an F'-measure-

preserving a-isomorphism £* of ©(41:A1) onto <B(42:£2).

There is evidently no loss in assuming that Ei = cB(Ai:Ei) (* —1, 2). Fur-

ther, we may assume X1(e1)(=X2(e2))«oo, since in the general case we write

ex=sup a„ (n = l, 2, • • • ) where a„G4 and X1(an)«oo, and consider the

ideals E1(an) and A2(£(a„)) separately. Let £**, with F'-measure X'*, be the

(7) That is, e' is expressible as sup o„ (n = l, 2, • • • ) where anEAl and X'(On)<5C«J. It fol-

lows, of course, that X2 is <r-finite on A2.
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product (E, \')XE' described in 3.1; we shall show that ij can in fact be

extended to give a X*-preserving isomorphism between Ti1* and E2*.

Let 4i* denote the subset of E1* consisting of all those elements b which

can be expressed in the form

(1) 6 = sup (a»Xy») (n = 1, 2, • • • ),

where anEAx, yi EE', sup y„' =e', and the elements y„' are disjoint. The sub-

set 4 * of E2* is defined similarly. Clearly A* is a finitely additive sub-algebra

of £**. For each bEA*, we express b in the form (1) (in any way), and define

£'(6)=sup (£(an) Xy')EA*; it can be verified (by an argument similar to

that in [4, pp. 319, 320]) that £' is single-valued, and is a finitely additive

isomorphism of A* onto A*, and that \2*(?(b)) =X1*(6) for all bEA*.

Next, let d (i = l, 2) denote the set of elements xG-E'* having the fol-

lowing property: Given e>0, there exists bEA* such that \'*(x+b)^e.

(Here " + " denotes the symmetric difference.) We assert:

(2) If 6„G4,* (n = 1, 2, • • • ),    then   sup bn E C,-.

For, on replacing bn by sup (bu b2, • • • , bn), we may suppose that

h^b2g: • • •. Let sup bn = b; then X'*^)^*^)^ • • • gX'*^), and

X<*(6„)-^X<*(&) as n-»oo. By an "Egoroff argument" [4, p. 286], there exist

disjoint elements z£ EE' (A = l, 2, • • • ) such that (i) sup z£ =e', (ii) \{*(b„)

= X**(c>) —e on z£ whenever w^some nk. Let b„, expressed in the form (1),

be supm (flnmXyL). and define c = sup bnt(eXzk )=supm,k {ankmX(y'n^nZk)};

thus cEA*, c^b, and X**^ — c)gt (on e'). This establishes (2).

It is now easy to see that C, is closed under complements and under

countable suprema; and since C,04*, C, contains all rectangles (aXy'),

where aG4* and y'EE'. Hence C, contains the Borel field in £** generated

by these rectangles, and so contains all rectangles xXy' where xEE* (and

y'EE'), and so their Borel field. Thus finally Ci = Ei*.

It is now easy to extend £' to the whole of E1* by the "Cauchy sequence"

principle (cf. [4, p. 321 ]). Given hEE1*, we have hECi, and so can find ele-

ments bnEAf such that \x*(h+bn) ^1/2". Let £'(&„) =c; we easily verify

that lim cn exists (i.e., lim sup c„=lim inf c„), and we define !-"(h) =lim c„. It

can be verified that £" is single-valued, and is a <r-isomorphism of Ti1* onto

E2* extending £' and such that \2*(£"(h)) =V*(h) (hEE1*). Further, ^" maps

the set of rectangles xXe'(xEEx) onto a Borel field $3 in E2* which contains

the images ij'(aXe') (aEA1), i.e., the rectangles £(a) Xe'. Hence B contains

all the rectangles tXe' (tEE2). A similar argument applied to (£")_1 now

shows that B consists of all such rectangles. Thus £" induces a mapping £*

of E1 onto E2 by the rule £"(xXe') =£*(x) Xe'; and clearly ij* is a <r-iso-

morphism, agreeing with £ on Ax, and such that X2(£*(x)) =XJ(x) for all xEE1.

3.4 We remark that, in Theorem 1, the extension £* of £ to B(Ax:El) is

in fact unique; for if ■» is another isomorphism with the properties specified for
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|*, 77 and £* will agree on a o--subalgebra of E1 which contains A1, and which

therefore is <B(Al:El).

The following example shows that the condition that X1 be <r-finite on 41

cannot be omitted from Theorem 1. Let El= E2 = algebra of measurable sets

modulo null sets on the unit interval, and let 41=42 consist of all finite

unions of intervals, with £ as the identity mapping of 41 onto 42. For X1 we

take a positive o--finite numerical measure on E1 such that every non-null

open set has infiniteX'-measure. (For instance, letX1^) = Jx^dt/(2n(pn — t)2),

where {pn} is an enumeration of the rational numbers.) Take X2(x) = 2X1(x).

The remaining conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied (with X2(£(a)) = 00 =X1(a)

for all nonzero aEA1); but the only isomorphism £* of El onto E2 which ex-

tends £ is the identity mapping, and the condition X2(£*(x)) =X'(x) is vio-

lated.

3.5 4 characterization of (E, X) XA'. We recall that a "strict F'-isomor-

phism" between two F'-measure algebras is a (a-) isomorphism between them

which preserves the F'-measures.

Theorem 2. Let (E, X) be an F'-measure algebra, where F' = F(E'), and let

(£*, X*) be any F'-measure algebra for which (i) E* contains sub-algebras Eo,

Eo , respectively a-isomorphic to E, E', such that whenever x0GAo and y0' GAo'

correspond to xEE and y'EE' we have X*(x0yo') =^(x)x(y')> (h) E* = cB(Eo

VJEo). Then (E*, X*) is strictly F'-isomorphic to the product (E, X) XA' (with

its standard F'-measure).

As was remarked in 3.1, (E, X) XA' has properties (i) and (ii). To establish

Theorem 2, we apply Theorem 1 to (A1, X1) = (E, X) XF' and (E2, X2) = (£*, X*).

We take 41 to consist of all "rectangle-sums" & = U(x„Xy„') (« = 1, 2, • • • )

where xnEE, yi EE', sup y„' =e', and the elements y„' are disjoint. Similarly,

42 consists of all elements expressible as 60 = sup x0nyL where x0„GAo,

y'onEEl, sup y'on = e*, and the elements y!,„ are disjoint. The "natural" map-

ping Z(b) =bo is easily seen to give a single-valued (finitely additive) iso-

morphism of 41 onto 42 such that X2(£(&)) =X1(6); and Theorem 1 applies.

3.6 It was remarked in 3.1 that (E, X) XE' provides a full-valued exten-

sion (see 2.4) of the F'-integral 0 (corresponding to X) on F(E). We now show

that it is, in a sense, the smallest algebra which does so.

Theorem 3. Let <j> be a full-valued F'-integral on F(E) which extends the

F'-integral 0 on F(E). Then <j> is also an extension of the extension 0* of <pto

F((E, X) XA'), where X is the F'-measure which corresponds to 0. In particular,

(E, X) XA' is isomorphic to a subalgebra of £.

Write X for the F'-measure on £ which corresponds to 0; thus X(x)

= 4>(x(x)) (xEE). By hypothesis, £ contains a subalgebra Ex isomorphic to

E; and, by 2.3(2), £ contains a subalgebra E{ isomorphic to E' such that

X(xyi') =\(x)x(y')     whenever    y{ EE{     corresponds     to     y'EE'.     Let
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Ei* = <B(EiKJEi ; E); then, by Theorem 2, E* is isomorphic to E* = (E, X) XE'

by an isomorphism which sends X into X*, the standard F'-measure on (E, X)

X-E'. Since E* is a subalgebra of E, the whole theorem follows.

We remark further that this embedding of E* in E is a "natural" one, in

that the "rectangle" xXy' of E* (where xG-E and y'EE') is mapped onto

the element xiyi of £.

3.7 Corollary. 7/0 is a full-valued F'-integral on F(E), then (E, X)XE'
is isomorphic to E.

For Theorem 3, applied to E = E, 0=0, gives that (E*, X*) = (E, X) XE

is isomorphic to a subalgebra of E. The "rectangle" xXe' of E* must cor-

respond here to the element xe(=x) oi E, so the image of £* is the whole of E.

In fact, E' is now, to within isomorphism, a subalgebra of E; and the iso-

morphism between £* and E makes xXy' (xG-E, y'EE') correspond to the

element xy' of E.

4. Kernel representation for relaxed F'-integrals.

4.1 Strict forms. Let 0 be a relaxed F'-integral (cf. 2.2) on F(E), where

F' = F(E'). Let Ei be the principal ideal E'[<p(l)] of E', and let Ex he the

principal ideal E(e — sup {b | X(/>) = 0}) of Ti, where X is the relaxed F'-measure

corresponding to 0 (i.e., X(x) =0(x(*))). Write Fi = F(Ei), Fi =F(Ei). Then

a (strict) F'-integral 0i can be defined on Fi as follows. Fi can be regarded

as imbedded in F, the function fiEFi corresponding to the function fEF

which agrees with fx on ei and is 0 on e — e\. Further, <j>(f) will vanish on

e' — [0(1)]; when restricted to [0(1)], it gives a function fi EF{. We define

0i(/i) —fi (for/iGFi1"), and readily verify that 0i satisfies all the conditions

(2.2, ct-8) for a (strict) F{ -integral on Fx. We call this 0i the "strict form" of

0. Similarly a (strict) Fi -measure Xi, called the strict form of X, is defined on

Fi by the rule: for each xG-Ei, Xi(x) =X(x) restricted to e{. It is easy to see

that Xi and 0i correspond to each other—i.e., Xi(x) =0i(x(x)) (xG-Ei),

0i(f) —ffd^i (fEFf). When 0i (or Xi) is known, 0 is completely determined,
since if/GF+, <p(f) =<j>i(f restricted to ei) on ei , 0 on e' — ei . Thus, by applying

the theory of F'-measures and integrals to 0i and Xi, the corresponding

properties of 0 and X can be read off.

A relaxed F'-integral 0 is called full-valued if it satisfies 2.3 (1). It is easy

to see that 0 is full-valued if and only if its strict form, 0i, is full-valued. (But

2.3 (2) does not apply unchanged to relaxed full-valued F'-integrals; E and

E' must be replaced by the subalgebras Ei and E{.)

The construction of (E, X) XF' (3.1) applies unchanged when X is a re-

laxed F'-measure; but it is easy to see that the presence of extra null sets

results in (E, X) XE' being isomorphic to (E\, Xi) XEi, Xi being the strict

form of X.

We have:

Theorem 4. Let 0 be a relaxed F'-integral on F = F(E). Then 0 has a

minimal full-valued extension, 0*.
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That is, there exists a relaxed F'-integral 0* on F* = F(E*), where E* is a

o--algebra containing A as a subalgebra, such that (i) <f>*(f) =<p(f) whenever

fEF+ (regarded as imbedded in F* in the natural way), (ii) if £ is any other

algebra having £ as a subalgebra, and if 0 is any relaxed F'-integral on F(£)

which agrees with 0 on F, then (after an isomorphism of £ which leaves each

element of £ invariant) £* is a subalgebra of £, and 0 agrees with 0* on F*.

To construct £* and 0*, let Xi be the strict form of the relaxed F'-measure

X corresponding to 0, and define £* to be the direct sum of (Ex, Xi) X£/ and

E(e — ei). To within an isomorphism, £ is a subalgebra of £*, the element

x of £ corresponding to (xexXe{)\/(x — ei) in £*. Each fEF(E*)+ can be

written uniquely as/i+/2, where/i is 0 on e — ex and/2 is 0 on exXe{ ■ We

define 0*(f)=0*(fi), 0* being the standard (full-valued) extension of <px to

F((Ex, Xi) X£/). It is easy to see that 0* is a full-valued relaxed F'-integral

on F(E*) (in fact, the strict form of 0* is 0*), and that 0* extends 0. Finally,

the minimality of this extension (property (ii) above) follows easily from

Theorem 3 (3.6).

4.2 Kernel representation. Let <p, 0 be relaxed F'-integrals on F=F(E),

where F' = F(£'). If, for some fixed finite kEF+, we have

(1) ip(f) = 4>(kf) for all/ EF+,

we say that 0 has a kernel representation in terms of 0, with kernel k. It is

easy to see that (1) will then hold, even if/GF+, provided either side has a

meaning. Further, it is enough that (1) should hold whenever/is a character-

istic function.

We shall later need the following lemma, which shows that the require-

ment that k be finite is not really a restriction.

Lemma. Suppose E is a subalgebra of £*, 0* is a strict F'-integral on

F* = F(£*), and 0 is a relaxed F'-integral on F=F(E). If for some kEF*+

we have ip(f) =<p*(kf) (for all/GF+), then k is finite, and 0 can be extended to a

relaxed F'-integral 0* on F* which has a kernel representation in terms of 0*.

For let 2 = set in £* where k is oo. Since 0 is o"-finite, there exist elements

anEE such that sup an=e=e* and ip(x(ai))<^'x■ Now, if X* denotes the

(strict) F'-measure corresponding to 0*, we have coX*(za„) =0*( oo x(z)x(a*0)

= 0*(*x(«n)) =0(x(«n))«co, and so \*(zan) =0. Thus zan = o (n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■),

and therefore z = o. This proves that k is finite. To extend ip, we merely de-

fine 0*(/*) =4>*(kf*) (f*EF*+).
4.3 If 0 has a kernel representation in terms of 0, then we have [0(f) ]

g[0(oo/)]= [oo0(f)], and so [0(f) ] g [0(f) ] for all /GF+. The converse

holds, as we now show, provided that <f> is full-valued. We give later (4.4) an

example to show that the converse may be false without this proviso.

Theorem 5. Let 0, 0 be relaxed F'-integrals on F=F(E), such that [0(f)]

= [0(f) ] for all fEF+. Suppose 0 is full-valued. Then 0 is also full-valued, and
ip has a kernel representation in terms of 0.
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Remark. In the numerical case, in which F' consists of the functions on a

single atom, 0 is automatically full-valued, and Theorem 5 then becomes the

Radon-Nikodym theorem (see, for example, [7, pp. 137-139]).

Proof of Theorem 5. Let X, p be the relaxed F'-measures corresponding to

0, 0 respectively, and let 0i, Xi be the strict forms of 0, X, so that Xi is an

F(Ei)-measure on Ei, in the notation of 4.1. Here Ei =E'(ei) where

ei = [0(1) ] = [X(e) ] = [X(ci) ]. Define pi(x) =p(x) restricted to el. Then px is a

relaxed F(El)-measure on E\, and p(x) is the function on e' which agrees

with pi(x) on el and is 0 on e'—el (for [p(x)]g [X(x)]). Further, [pi(x)]

^ [Xi(x)] when xG-Ei, and pi(x) =0 whenever x^e — ei (for then [X(x)] =o).

We shall show that there exists a finite non-negative kiEF(El) such that

(1) Pi(x) = <t>i(kix(x))   whenever    x G Ei-

It will then follow that p(x) =z<t>(kx(x)) whenever xEE, k being an arbitrary

extension of ki to e, and the desired kernel relation

(2) 0(/)=0(*/) (/GF+)

will follow in turn (cf. [6, 2.3]). The full-valuedness of 0 is then an easy con-

sequence of (2) and the fact that 0 is full-valued. Thus it suffices to prove

(1); and, in doing so, we may simplify the notation by omitting the suffixes 1.

That is, we may assume in what follows that 0 is a strict F'-integral on F (so

that X is a strict F'-measure on E). We have, by assumption,

(3) k*)U[X(x)] (xEE).

Since 0 is full-valued, we can (cf. 2.3 (2)) identify E' with a sub-algebra

of E, and then have

(4) \(xy') = \(x)X(y') (xEE,yEE'EE).

We shall deduce:

(5) p(xy') = p(x)x(y') (x E E, y'E E').

In fact, [p(xy')]^ [X(xy')]^y', from (4), and therefore p(xy') =p(xy')x(y')-

Similarly p(x — y')=p(x—y')x(e — y'). Hence

m(*W) = M*y') + y-(x - y')}x(y') = n(xy') + 0,

proving (5).

Another property which will be useful is

(6) x^ [X(x)] (xEE).

To see this, apply (4) with y'=e-[\(x)] (EE'); this gives X(xy')=0, and

consequently xy' =o, i.e., x^ [X(x)](8).

(8) In fact it is not hard to see that [\(x) ]= smallest element of E' containing x.
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Now, using 2.2(b), we write c = sup en (n = l, 2, ■ • • ), where the elements

e" are disjoint and p(e"), X(e") are both finite. For each rational number p,

let Zn(p) denote the set of all those elements z of £ which have the following

property:

z^e", and whenever t^z we have p(t) ^p\(t). Clearly if zEZ"(p), then so

do all elements u^z. Write xn(p) =sup {z\zEZn(p)}. Then (from the count-

able chain condition) we have xn(p) =sup zm (m = l, 2, • ■ • ) for a suitable

sequence of elements zmEZn(p); and, on replacing zm by zm — sup (zlt z2) • • • ,

Zm-i), we may further suppose the elements zm to be disjoint. If t^xn(p), we

have < = sup (tzm) and so p(t) = ^p(tzm) ^p ^X(tem) =pX(0- This proves that

xn(p)EZn(P);i.e.,

(7) xn(o) ^ en,    and   p(x) ^ pX(x)   whenever    x :£ x"(p).

We next prove:

(8) p(y) y> p\(y)    on    [X(y)]   whenever    y g e" — xn(p).

In proving (8), we may assume p^O and yj^o. Now consider a maximal

disjoint collection (necessarily countable) of nonzero elements ya such that

(i) ya^y, (ii) p(y*)>>>pX(ya) on [X(y„)]. We first show that sup ya=y. If not,

consider the nonzero element y — sup y«; it is not in Zn(p) (being disjoint from

x"(p)), and so there is some nonzero t^y — sup ya which fails to satisfy

p(t)^p\(t). Hence for some nonzero y'EE' we have p(ty')~S>p\(ty') on y'.

From (3) it follows that X(/y')>>>0 on y', and consequently (in view of (4))

[X(/y')]=y'. Thus the nonzero element ty', which is disjoint from every

member of the collection {ya}, could have been adjoined to it, contradicting

the maximality of the collection.

THus sup ya=y. Now p(yi)^p\(yi) (everywhere), since on e— [X(ya)]

both functions are 0. Hence ^p(yi)^p^\(yi); that is, p(y)^pA(y). Fur-

ther, at each point in the union of the sets [X(y«) ] (in a realization of £) there

is some term p(yi) which is strictly greater than the corresponding term

\(yi). Since ^p(yi) is finite (for y^en), we have p(y)~2>pk(y) on SUP [Mja) ]■

i.e., on [X(y)], and (8) is established.

From (7) and (8) it is easy to deduce that, for any rational numbers p, a,

(9) *"(p) ^ xn(a) if p ^ <r;

(10) inf {*»(/») [p> o-} = *»Gr).

It follows that if we define, for each point 5 of e" (in a realization of £)

k„(s) = inf {p| s E xn(p)},

then the resulting function kn satisfies

(11) kn E F(E(en)),   and   xn(p) is the set where kn ^ p.

Now   clearly  x"(p)=o  if  p<0   (from   (7));   hence   kn^0.   Again,   let
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y = eB — sup„ x"(p); then (from (8)) p(y)7»pX(y) on [X(y)J for every rational

number p; but p(y) is finite (for y^e"), and therefore X(y)=0, i.e., y = o.

Thus supp xn(p) =en, and we have proved

(12) 0 ^ kn « oo    (on c»).

Let £* be the element of F which agrees with kn on en and is 0 on e — en,

and write k= Y^t- Since the elements en are disjoint, we have

(13) kEF,    and   0 ^ k« oo    (one).

To complete the proof of (1), it will now suffice to prove

(14) p(z) = <b(knx(z))   whenever   z ^ e".

For we then have, for any xEE, p(xe")=<f>(k*x(xen))=<p(kx(xen)); and

summation with respect to n gives p(x) =<p(kx(x)).

Let m be a positive integer, fixed for the present, and write y0=xn(0)z,

yP= {xn(p/m)-xn((p-l)/m)}z (p = l, 2, • ■ • , zG£(e")). Thus the elements

yP (p = 0, 1, 2, • • • ) are disjoint and (since sup x"(p)=e") (9) shows that

sup yP = z. Further, (11) gives ((p-l)/m)x(yP)^k*x(yP)^(p/m)x(yP),

whence (applying 0) ((p-l)/mMyp)^qb(k*x(yP))^(p/m)\(yp). Again, (7)

and (8) give ((p-l)/m)\(yp)^p(yp)^(p/m)\(yp). Hence (-(l/m)X(yp)

^M(yp)-0(fe*x(3'p))^(l/»»)X(yp). Summing over p gives

- (l/m)X(z) gp(z) -0(A*x«) ^ (1/»)X(«).

This is true for every positive integer m, and X(z) is finite; thus (14) follows,

and the theorem is proved.

4.4 An example. The following example shows that Theorem 5 would not

be true if the condition that 0 be full-valued were omitted. Let E be the alge-

bra of measurable sets modulo null sets on the unit interval O^y^l, and let

E' he the similar algebra for the interval O^x^l; we define two F(E')-

integrals 0, 0 on F(E) as follows. There exist (see [l ]) two complementary

measurable sets TT, K in the unit square 0^x,y^l, each of which meets

every product set A XB (where 4, B are non-null measurable subsets of the

unit intervals on the respective axes) in a set of positive measure. We define

0(/)=g where g(x) = ftf(y)xii(x, y)dy, 0(/) =g', g'(x) =fof(y)xic(x, y)dy.
This amounts to defining the corresponding F'-measure X on £ by: X(z)

= the function on £' whose value at a is the linear measure of the inter-

section (aXz)C\H; and similarly for p. An application of Fubini's theo-

rem shows that [X(z)]=e'= [p(z)] unless z = o. Hence, if fEF(E)+, we have

[0(f)]=e'= [0(f)], unless/ = 0, when [0(f)] =o= [0(f)]. Thus the other con-
ditions of Theorem 5 are all satisfied, and 0, 0 are even strict F'-integrals.

But it is not hard to see that 0 cannbt have a kernel representation in terms

of 0. We omit the proof, since a stronger statement will be proved later (5.7):
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there are no extensions 0*, 0* of 0 and 0 to any larger function space for

which 0* can have a kernel representation in terms of 0*. In particular, there

is no measurable function k on the unit square for which 0 can be expressed

in the form 0(f) =g' where g'(x) =J0lk(x, y)xn(x, y)f(y)dy.

4.5 An illustration. Finally we mention a simple example to which Theo-

rem 5 does apply. Let £ be the algebra of measurable sets modulo null sets

on the unit square O^x, y^l, and let £' consist of the measurable sets mod-

ulo null sets on O^x^l. The F'-integral 0 given by: 0(f) =/' where/'(x)

= fof(x, y)dy is full-valued. Moreover, if fEF*, [0(f)] =set of x's for which
/(x, y) >0 for a set of y's of positive measure. Hence the theorem: Let/—*g'

be a mapping of F+ in F'+ which is countably additive and o--finite (in the

sense of 2.2, a and 0), and satisfies the condition that g'(x) =0 for almost all

x such that/(x, y) =0 for almost all y. Then there exists a fixed finite non-

negative measurable function k(x, y) such that

g'(x) =   I     k(x, y)f(x, y)dy (for all measurable non-negative/).
J o

The conditions imposed on the mapping /—>g' are obviously necessary as

well as sufficient.

5. Dominance and extended kernel representation.

5.1 The previous theorem gives sufficient conditions for the kernel repre-

sentation of 0 in terms of 0, in the original function space F. In the present

section, we investigate the corresponding question for suitable extensions of

0 and 0, where the kernel can be drawn from a larger function space. (This is,

in fact, the usual situation in applications.) The answer to the question

(Theorem 7 and corollary, 5.4 and 5.5) will be obtained by combining Theo-

rem 5 with the following simple result:

Theorem 6. Let p be a relaxed F'-measure on an F'-measure algebra (£, X),

such that p(x) ^X(x) for all xEE. Then there exists a unique extension p* of p

to a relaxed F'-measure on (£*, X*) = (£, X) X£' such that p*(z) ^\*(z) for all

zEE*.

We regard £ as imbedded in £* in the natural way; thus the statement

that p* is an extension of p means that p*(xXe') =p(x) for all xEE.

Proof. We take £ and £' to be realized by the open-closed subsets

(modulo sets of first category) of their representation spaces R, S', and recall

(cf. 3.1) that £* is then realized by the Borel field <B generated by the rectan-

gles r = xXy' (xEE, y'EE') in RXS', modulo the o--ideal K of those sets for

which X*=0. For each such rectangle we define p*(r) =p(x)x(y'); since

X*(r) =X(x)x(y'), we have p*(r)^\*(r). Now exactly the same construction

as forX* [6, pp. 170, 171 ] extendsp* to an "outer F'-measure" on RXS' such

that p*^X*, and proves that all rectangles are p*-measurable. Hence all sets

in % are /immeasurable, and all sets which are null for X* are null for p* also,
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which means that p* gives an F'-measure on B mod Js[ having the desired

properties.

To see that these properties determine p* uniquely, we note that if p is

any other extension of p to £* such that p(z) ^X*(z) (for all zEE), then for

every rectangle we have p7(xXy')^X*(xXy') =X(x)x(y')- From this it fol-

lows, by the same reasoning as that proving 4.3 (5), that p(xXy')

=p(xXe')x(y') =p(x)x(y')- Thus p agrees with p* on all rectangles, and so

(Theorem 1, 3.3) it agrees with p* on all of £*.

We remark that essentially the same argument proves that the product

(£, p) XE' is algebraically isomorphic, in a natural way, to a principal ideal

in (£, X) X£'. This observation will be generalized later (Theorem 7, 5.4).

5.2 Corollary. Let <j> be an F'-integral on F=F(E), with corresponding

F'-measure X, and let 0 be a relaxed F'-integral on F such that 0(/) ^0(/) when-

ever fEF+. Then there exists kEF* = F{(E,\)XE'} such that Og/fe^l and

^(f) =0*(£/) (for allfEF*), where <p* denotes the standard'F'-integral on F*.

For, by Theorem 6, we can extend 0 to a relaxed F'-integral 0* on F*

such that 0*(f) g0*(f) (fEF*+). It follows that [0*(f) ] g [<p*(f) ]; hence, since
0* is full-valued, Theorem 5 gives the existence of a finite kEF*+ such that

xl/*(J)=4>*UtD whenever/GF*+. Finally, k^l; for otherwise there exist a

constant p>l and a non-null zGE* such that k^px(z), and there exists t^z

such that 0<X*(<)«oo. But then \*(t) =<p*(x(t))^*(x(t))=<P*(kx(t))
^pX*(i), giving a contradiction.

Remark. It is not hard to deduce (cf. the proof of 5.5 (4) below) the fol-

lowing extension of Theorem 6. If 0, 0 are arbitrary relaxed F'-integrals on

F such that 0(f) ^0(f) (for all fEF+), and if 0* is any extension of 0, say to

F*, then 0 can be extended to F* in such a way that 0*(f) ^0*(f) (fEF*+).
5.3 Definition. For any relaxed F'-integrals 0, 0 on F = F(E), we say

that 0 dominates 0 if there exists a sequence of relaxed F'-integrals 0» on F,

and a sequence of (finite) positive constants p„, such that, whenever/GF+,

(1) 0(/) = Y *»(/).    and   0„(/) ^ Pn0(/)     (« = 1, 2, ■ • • ).

If 0 has a kernel representation in terms of 0, then certainly 0 dominates

0. For we then have 0(f) =<p(kf) (for all/GF+) where k is a fixed finite ele-

ment of F+. Let a„ be the set (in a realization of £) where « — l^k<n

(n = l, 2, ■ • •), and write X and p ior the relaxed F'-measures which cor-

respond to 0 and 0, respectively; then we clearly have

(2) sup an = e,    and   p(x) ^ pnX(x) for all x = an,

with pn=n, and from this (1) follows easily. However, (2) is in general a

stronger requirement than (1) (see 5.7(a) below), though it follows from the

lemma below that (2) is equivalent to (1) if 0 is full-valued.

Again, if (1) holds, then clearly
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(3) [0(f)] =" [0(/)L

though again the converse implication is false in general (see 5.7(c)).

Lemma. 7/0 is full-valued, then the following statements are equivalent:

(a) 0 dominates ip;

(b) [Kf)] = [0(f)] whenever fEF(E)+;
(c) 0 has a kernel representation in terms of 0.

In fact, the implications (c)—>(a)—>(b) are trivial, as was observed above;

that (b) implies (c) follows from Theorem 5 (4.3).

Remark. The meaning of condition (1) above is not changed if we require

that all the constants p„ are to be 1. For, if (1) holds, we may suppose (in-

creasing pn, if necessary) that each pn is a positive integer, and we have only

to replace each term 0n by p„ terms each equal to (l/p„)0„.

5.4 Theorem 7. Let 0 and ip be relaxed F'-integrals on F=F(E), where

F' = F(E'), and let X and p be the corresponding relaxed F'-measures. Then each

of the following statements implies the others:

(1) 0 dominates ip;

(2) (£, p)XE' is (algebraically) isomorphic to a principal ideal, say of z,

in (£, X)X£', in such a way that for all xEE and y'EE' the element xXy'

(possibly null) of (£, p) XE' corresponds to the element z(xXy') of (£, X) X£'.

(3) If 0* is the minimal full-valued extension of <j> (Theorem 4, 4.1), say to

F*, then there is a finite kEF*+ such thatip(f) =<p*(kf) for allfEF+ (and so for
all fEF for which either side has a meaning).

Proof. (3)-+(l). We can extend 0 to F* by defining ip*(f)=<p*(kf) (fEF*+);
ip* has a kernel representation in terms of 0*, and so (from 5.3) 0* dominates

ip*, from which it follows trivially that 0 dominates 0.

(1)—>(3). Both 0 and 0 vanish on F(E(e — ei)), where E(ei) is the principal

ideal on which the strict form Xi of X operates; hence we may restrict atten-

tion to F(E(ei)), and so may assume that 0 is strict. Thus F* = F(E*) where

£* = (£, X)X£'. Now, by the remark at the end of 5.3, we have 0(f)

= y,0n(f) (for all/GF+), where 0„ is a relaxed F'-integral on F and 0n(f)

^0(f). By Theorem 6, Corollary (5.2), there exists KEF* such that 0^kn^ 1

and 0„(f) =<P*(knf)(fEF+). We define k= T,knEF*+, and have 0(f) =<p*(kf).
The finiteness of k now follows from the lemma in 4.2.

(2)—>(3). As before, it is easily seen that, without loss of generality, we

may assume that 0 is strict. The minimal full-valued extension 0* of 0 is

now simply the standard F'-integral on F(£*, X*) where (£*, X*) = (£, X) X£'.

Let p* denote the standard relaxed F'-measure on (£, p) XE'. For each

tEE* we define v(t) =p*(£_1(/z)), where £ is the given isomorphism of

(£, p)X£' onto E*(z). Clearly v is a relaxed F'-measure on £*; we assert

that  [v(t)]S [\*(t)] for all tEE*.  For let  [\*(t)]=y'; then t^eXy', so
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[v(t)]g [v(eXy')] = [pt*(tl(z(eXy')))] = [p*(eXy')]^y'. Hence by Theorem

5 (4.3), since 0* is full-valued, there exists a finite non-negative kEF* such

that, for all tEE*, v(t) =<j>*(kx(t)). In particular, if xG£ we have v(xXe')

=<j>*(kx(xXe')). But v(xXe')=p*(xXe')=p(x). Since x corresponds to

xXe', in the natural imbedding of £ in £*, this gives 0(f) =<f>*(kf) whenever

/is a characteristic function in F, and so wheneverfEF+.

(3)—»(2). Again we may assume that 0 is strict, and so have F* = F(E*)

where £* = (£, X) X£' with standard F'-measure X*. For each tEE*, write

p(t) =4>*(kx(t)); thus p is a relaxed F'-measure on £*. Define z= [k]; then

if tEE*(z) we have p(t)^0 unless t = o, so that ju is a strict F(£")-measure

on £*(z), where £" is the principal ideal of [m(z)] = ["P*(k)] = [a*(z)] in £'.

Now let pi denote the strict form of the relaxed F'-measure p correspond-

ing to 0; pi will be an FI -measure on £i, say, where £i is a certain principal

ideal in £, and where FI =F(E'[}i(e)}). Since [}i(e)]=[<p*(kx(eXe'))}

= [X*(z)], we have F{ =F(E").

We shall set up an isomorphism between (£i, pi) XE", with standard

Fi -measure say p*, and £*(z) with FI -measure p. To do this, we first define

a mapping £ of the "rectangles" xXy' (xG£i, y'EE"), by setting £(xXy')

=z(xXy') in £*. Then p{ti(xXy')} =<P*{kX(z)x(xXy')} =<t>*{kx(xXy')}

=<p*(kx(xXe'))x(y')=4'(x(x))x(y') (since x(xXe') is the function on £*

which corresponds to x(x)EF in the natural imbedding of F in F(£*)), and

therefore /z{£(xXy')} =p*(xXy').

We next extend £, in an obvious way, to all finite unions of rectangles.

To show that £, as so extended, is 1-1, we note that (by considering the sym-

metric difference) it suffices to prove that if a finite union of rectangles in £*

meets z in a null set (in £*), then that union of rectangles is null in (£i, p.i)

X£"; and this follows immediately from the above relation between p and

p*. Thus £ is now an FI -measure-preserving (finitely additive) isomorphism

between the finitely additive algebras generated by the rectangles in (£i, pi)

X£", and their intersections with z in £*. By Theorem 1 (3.3), if can be ex-

tended to a (r-isomorphism (still denoted by £) between the Borel fields so

generated. Since (£i, pi) XE" is the same as (£, p) XE', £ gives a <r-isomor-

phism of (£, p) XE' onto £*(z), of the kind required by the theorem.

5.5 Corollary. With the same notation as in Theorem 7, the statement

that 0 dominates 0 is also equivalent to each of the following statements:

(4) For every extension 0 of <p, say to F, there exists an extension \fof\ptoF

such that 0 dominates 0.

(5) For every full-valued extension <f>* of <p, say to F*, there exists an exten-

sion 0* o/0 to F* which has a kernel representation in terms of <p*.

(6) There exist extensions 0* and 0*, of <f> and 0 respectively, say to F*, such

that 0* is full-valued and [0*(/) ] ̂  [0*(f) ] for allfEF*+.

(7) 0 has an "extended kernel representation" in terms of <p; that is, for at
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least one extension <j>* of 0, say to F*, there is a finite kEF*+ such that ip(f)

=<p*(kf) whenever fEF*.

Proof. Suppose 0 dominates 0; we deduce (4). Given the extension 0 of

0 to F, we extend 0 to a full-valued relaxed F'-integral, say 0* on F* (cf. Theo-

rem 4, 4.1). Then, by Theorem 4, 0* is also an extension of the minimal full-

valued extension 0* of 0, say to F*; and we may suppose FCF*CF*. By

Theorem 7(3), there exists a finite kEF*+ EF*+ such that 0(f) =<p*(kf)

= 0*(*f) whenever/GF+. Define 0 on P by: 0(f) =4>*(kf) (fEF+). Clearly 0
is an extension of 0; and 0 dominates 0 by the argument in 5.3.

The implications (4)—>(5)—>(6) follow from the lemma in 5.3, and (6)—>(7)

is immediate from Theorem 5 (4.3). Finally, to show that if (7) holds then 0

dominates 0, we write k= ^kn (n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■) where knEF*+ and is bounded,

say 0^kn^pn, and define ipn(f) =<P*(knf) (fEF+); clearly ipn is a relaxed

F'-integral on F,  2>„=0, and 0„(f) g0*(p^f) =Pn<p(f) (fEF+).
5.6 Mutual domination. It is easy to deduce, from Theorem 7 and the

above corollary to it, necessary and sufficient conditions for each of two

relaxed F'-integrals to dominate the other. Here we state only the more

significant results, omitting the proofs.

Theorem 7'. With the same notation as in Theorem 7, each of the following

statements is equivalent to the statement that 0 and ip dominate each other.

(1) There exist relaxed F'-integrals <f>„, 0„, on F, and positive (finite) con-

stants pn, On(an<Pn),  SUCk that  (for all fEF+)   2>,(f)=0(f),    2>n(f)=0(f),
and an<Pn(f) ^0»(f) gp»0»(f).

(2) (£, X) X£' and (£, p) XE' are (algebraically) isomorphic in such a way

that, for all xEE and yEE', the element xXy' corresponds to itself.

(3) Ij'0* is any full-valued extension of<p, say to F*, there exist a full-valued

extension ip* of ip to F*, and an element kEF*+ such that 0<£k<&co, such that

V(f) =0"W) for all fEF*+.
(4) There exist full-valued extensions 0*, 0* of 0 and ip to the same function

space F*, such that [0*(f) ] = [0*(f) ] for allfEF*+.

5.7 Some examples. The following examples show that there are, in gen-

eral, no further relations between the properties discussed in 5.3.

(a) Let £ be the algebra of measurable sets mod null sets on the interval

O^ygl, and let £' similarly consist of the measurable sets mod null sets on

Ogxgl. Define mappings 0, xp, of F(£)+ in £(£')+ by:

0(/) = i    where    g(x) =   I    f(y)dy (a constant function),
J o

l  r1
0(f) = h    where    h(x) = — f    f(y)dy.

x Jo

Both 0 and 0 are strict F'-integrals on F, where F' = F(E') and F=F(E);
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and it is easy to see that each dominates the other. In fact, it follows easily

from Theorem 2 (3.5) that both have their minimal full-valued extensions

0*, 0*, on the space F* of measurable functions (mod null sets) on the unit

square 0^x,y^l; we have <t>*(f*)=g* where g*(x) =/o/*(x, y)dy, and

0*(/*) =h* where h*(x) =Jl(l/x)f*(x, y)dy, and the kernel giving 0* in terms

of 0* is, of course, the function 1/x, which is finite and positive almost every-

where. (To see that 0* and 0* do extend 0 and 0, recall that the function/GF

corresponds to the function/* G F* whose value f*(x, y) =/(y), independent

of x.) Nevertheless, 5.3 (2) fails; that is, it is impossible to decompose the

interval O^y^l into a sequence of measurable sets an such that p(t) ^p„\(t)

for all t^an, where p and X are the F' measures corresponding to 0 and 0.

For, if t^o, p(t)/\(t) = l/x>pn if x is small enough.

(b) With the same £, £', and 0 as before, take 0(/) = h where h(x)

= xf°f(y)dy. Again 0 and 0 are strict F'-integrals on F, and each dominates

the other. The kernel representation for the extensions 0*, 0* is as before, but

with kernel x instead of 1/x. Here 5.3 (2) is satisfied; but clearly 0 has no

kernel representation in terms of <f>—i.e., with kernel in F.

(c) In 4.4, an example was given, again with the same £ and £', of two

(strict) F'-integrals 0, 0, such that [0(f) ] = [0(f) ] for all/GF+, but such that
neither has a kernel representation in terms of the other. We now show that

neither dominates the other, sb that neither has an extended kernel repre-

sentation in terms of the other. This does not seem to be easy directly, and

we shall use Theorem 7. Using Theorem 2 (3.5), it is easy to see that the

product (£, X) X£' is now simply the algebra (TT, A) of all measurable subsets

of TT, with A(z) =the function of x whose value at each x is the linear measure

of the section of z over x. Similarly (£, p) XE' consists of all measurable sub-

sets of K, with corresponding section-measure M. We shall show that there

is no "natural" a-isomorphism between any nonzero principal ideals in (TT, A)

and (K, M) respectively. Here "natural" means that the isomorphism extends

the obvious correspondence between "rectangles"; the isomorphism need not,

of course, preserve the F'-measures. For suppose that the ideals of HiEH

and KiEK were "naturally" isomorphic. Let m denote ordinary plane meas-

ure; take e>0 such that e<m(Hi), and cover Ki by a sequence of rectangles

r„ such that Ym(r") <m(Ki)+e. Let 5=TTi—Ur„; then m(s)>0 (for

Hif\Ki = 0), and so A(5)>0 on a set of positive measure. Hence sj^o in

(Hi, A). But under the supposed isomorphism, TT/V„ corresponds to KiC\rn,

and therefore Hi — rn corresponds to Ki — r„, so that the image of 5 is con-

tained in C\(Ki — rn)=Ki—\Jrn = 0, giving a contradiction. From Theorem

7(2) (5.4) it now follows that neither 0 nor 0 dominates the other.

5.8 Simultaneous domination.

Theorem 8. Given a sequence of relaxed F'-integrals 0„ on F (n = 1, 2, • • • ),

there exists a relaxed F'-integral $ on F such that (i) <£ dominates each 0„,

(ii)*(D£l.
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This is an easy consequence of the following lemma:

Lemma. Given a relaxed F'-integral ip on F, and given e>0, there exists a

relaxed F'-integral 0 on F which dominates ip and satisfies 0(1) ^e.

In fact, once the lemma is established, we obtain for each n a relaxed

F'-integral 0„ on F which dominates 0„ and satisfies 0n(l)^l/2n. Define

<£= 2<Pn; that *s> *(f) = ^L/PnCf) f°r each/GF+. It is easy to see that $ is a
relaxed F'-integral on F, and dominates each ip„; and clearly $(1) ^1.

To prove the lemma, let p be the relaxed F'-measure on £ which corre-

sponds to 0; by 2.2(b), we can write c = sup a„ (« = 1, 2, • • • ) where the ele-

ments a„ are disjoint and p(an)<K=°. For each n, let bnm denote the element

of £' on which m—l^p(an)<m; thus supm b„m = e' and ip(xM)x(bnm)

^mx(bnm). Define relaxed F'-integrals 0nm, 0„OT, 0 on F by setting (for each

fEF+) ipnm(f)=ip{fx(ai)}x(bnni), 0nm(f) = (e/m2«)0nm(f), and 0= 2>™
(m, n = l, 2, • ■ ■). Clearly \p= 2Z0„m, so that 0 dominates ip; and, since

4>nm(l)^(e/2»)x(bnm), we have 0(1) ^ 2>/2")X(«') = «•

5.9 Simultaneous representation of relaxed F'-integrals. Let 0i, 02, • • • be

a given sequence of relaxed F'-integrals on F. The preceding theory enables

us to represent them all simultaneously in the form of kernel integrals in a

product space. To simplify the statement of the theorem, we write

el = []C0n(l)L ex = e — sup {x| ^2ipn(x(x)) —0}, and use El and Ex to denote

the respective principal ideals E'(el), E(ei), of these elements in £' and £.

To each 0n there corresponds, In a natural way, a relaxed F(El)-integral

ipn on F(£i); explicitly, the relation between \pn and ipl is that, for each/GF+,

^»(/x(«i)) on el,

(0 on e — el.

Theorem 9. With the above notation, Ex is isomorphic to a subalgebra of a

principal ideal in a direct product (J, m) XEl, where (J, m) is a a-finite non-

atomic numerical measure algebra. This isomorphism can be so chosen that there

exist finite non-negative functions kn (n = l, 2, • • ■ ) on (J, m)XEl such that,

if fEF(Ei)+ corresponds to f*EF{(J, m)XEl }+ under the isomorphism, we

have

0»(/)  = f Kf*dM,

the last integral here denoting the standard integral on F{ (J, m) XEl }. Modulo

null sets, its value at each point s of El is the ordinary Lebesgue integral

fjkn(x, s)f*(x, s)dm(x) [6, p. 165].

Proof. There is no loss of generality in assuming el =e' and ex=e; thus

*Pl=xPn. By Theorem 8, there is a relaxed F'-integral $ on F which dominates

every 0„; and $ must now be a strict F'-integral. By [6, Theorem 8, p. 172]
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applied to the F'-integral $>, £ is isomorphic to a subalgebra of a principal

ideal in a product (/, m) XE' of the kind specified in Theorem 9, in such a

way that <£ is extended by the standard integral (say) $>* on this product.

Now $* is full-valued; hence, by the corollary to Theorem 7 (5.5 (5)), there

exists for each n a finite KEF{(J, m)XE'}+ such that 0„(f) =$*(£„f*)

(for all/GF+), where/* is the element of F{(J, m) XE'} which corresponds

to/GF under the isomorphism of £. That is, 0„(/) =Jknf*dM.
6. F'-operators of bounded variation.

6.1 Let F=F(E) and F' = F(E') be two function spaces (possibly the

same). An "F'-operator of bounded variation," or F'-operator for short, on

F, is to be a suitable mapping 0 of a suitable subset G of F, in F'. We require

G to satisfy the following three conditions (which are certainly satisfied if

G consists of all finite functions in F):

(I) G is a real linear space; i.e., if g, hEG and a, fi are real (and finite),

ctg+fih exists and belongs to G.

(II) If gGG,/GF, and |/| g \g\, then/GG.
(III) There exists a sequence of elements h„EG+ such that

Y hn » 0.

It is easy to see that, in the presence of (I) and (II), (III) is equivalent to:

(III)' There exists a sequence of elements anEE such that sup an=e and

X(an)EG (n = l, 2, • • • ).

In view of [6, Lemma 1, p. 157], we now have:

(1) Given any/GF+, there exist elements gnEG+ (n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■) such

that Ygn=f-
Now let 0 be a mapping of G in F' such that

(IV) 0 is linear; i.e., whenever g, hEG and a, fi are real, then axp(g) +fi<j>(h)

exists and equals <p(ctg+fih).

(V) If g„EG+ and YgnEG (n = \, 2, • • • ), then

HYgn)   =   Y<t>(gn).

We define the "variation" V$ of 0 to be the mapping of F+ in F' given by

(2) V,(f) = sup { Y I *(«») I } UGF+),

the supremum being taken over all decompositions/= Yin (n = l, 2, • • • )

where gnEG+. (Such decompositions exist, from (1).) We note that:

(3)  If gGG, then  |g|««>,  |0(g)|««>, and  |0(g)| :g 7*(|g|).
For if g were somewhere infinite, lg + ( — l)g would not exist, violating (I);

and the finiteness of 0(g) follows similarly from (IV). The remaining assertion

is immediate from (IV) and the decomposition \g\ =g++g~.

If further

(VI) Vf(g) « oo    whenever   g E G+,
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0 will be called an F'-operator of bounded variation on F, or simply "F'-oper-

ator on F," for short; and G is called the "domain" of 0.

6.2 An F'-operator 0 is said to be positive if it maps G+ in F'+—i.e., if

0(g) ^0 whenever gEG and g^O. For a positive F'-operator, clearly V+(f)

=0(f) whenever fEG+, so that (VI) is now superfluous. By the argument in

[6, p. 163], a positive F'-operator 0 can always be extended (uniquely) to

all of F+ so as to become a relaxed F'-integral on F(9). Conversely, it is

easy to see that if 0 is a relaxed F'-integral on F, and if G is the set of all

/GF satisfying: 0(f) is defined, and/ and 0(f) are both finite, then 0 restricted

to G is a positive F'-operator on F, with G as its domain. Thus "positive

F'-operator" and "relaxed F'-integral" are substantially equivalent notions.

6.3 Most of the elementary theory of real functions of bounded variation

of a real variable extends to F'-operators; we shall sketch the theory, giving

details only when the generalization is nontrivial. In the first place, every

F'-operator is the difference between two positive F'-operators, and con-

versely(10). More precisely:

Theorem 10. Let P, Q be any positive F'-operators on F, with domains G, H,

and let ip(f)=P(f) — Q(f) (fEGf~\H); then ip is an F'-operator with domain

GC\H, and V+(f)^P(f)+Q(f) (/G(GfW)+). Conversely, given an F'-operator

0 with domain G, define G*={f\fEF, |/|<3Coo, and F^(|/|)«co}; then
G*Z}G, and there exist positive F'-operators P, Q, each with domain G*, such

that (i) P(g) — Q(g) =<f>(g) whenever gEG, (ii) P(g)+Q(g) = V^(g) whenever
gEG*+; and further these conditions determine P and Q uniquely.

The direct assertion of the theorem is easily verified. To prove the con-

verse assertion, we use (1) to define, for all/GF+,

(4) P(f) = sup { E (0(gn))+},       Q(f) = sup { E (0(s„)H,

both suprema being taken over all decompositions /= Eg» where gnEG+.

Trivially V+(f) ^P(f)-\-Q(f) (fEF+). But, given any two decompositions

/= s.|gi= Z^hj, where g,, hjEG+ (i, j = l, 2, • • •), one can find elements

kijEF+ such that Ey &,;=£,• and E> k,j = hj; and, from (II), k{jEG+. Thus,
using (V), we obtain

E (0(g<))+ + E (0(*;))- sHi: (<t>(kij))+ + ZZ (0(*«))-
= £ £ I *(*«) I ^ f,(/),

(9) The postulates (i) and (v) of the quoted lemma need not be satisfied here, but are

needed only for the "normalizing" postulates (7), (S).

(10) Thus the .F'-operators (of bounded variation) roughly coincide with the "regular oper-

ators" of [2] and [3]. The differences are: (i) a regular operator is defined on the whole of a

given conditionally complete vector lattice L, (ii) L need not have a unit, nor satisfy the count-

able chain condition, though it is in fact expressible as a direct sum of ideals La in such a way

that, restricted to each La, the regular operator can be regarded as an .F'-operator of the above

type, and (iii) L is subjected to further requirements, which are not needed here.
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from which it follows that P(f) +Q(f) ^ V+(f). Thus we have proved

(5) P(f) + Q(f) = V,(f) (fEF+).

Again, suppose gEG+ and g= Ygi where gtEG+; then Y(<P(gi))+
= E{0(f.) + (0(f|))-} = Z0(gi)+Z(0(g,))-^0(g)+C(g) (all the terms
occurring here being finite, from (3)), so that P(g) =i<p(g)+Q(g)- Similarly

<2(g)^-0(g)+P(g); hence

(6) 0(g) = P(g) - Q(g) (gEG+).

Next we show that

(7) P, Q, and V* are <r-additive on F+.

For if /= yif„. where/„GF+, then for any decompositions/„ = Y™ g™

(gnmEG+) we have

nf) ^EI (0(g*m))+ ^ Y i Y (0(«-»))4 •
n-l   trn-1 J

Keeping N fixed, we obtain P(f) ^ YiP(fn), and so P(f) ^ £„"=i F(/„). The
reverse inequality follows by an argument similar to that proving (5), and

this establishes (7) for P. The proof for Q is similar, and the assertion for V+

then follows from (5).

Using (7), one readily verifies that G* satisfies conditions (I) and (II)

above; and, since clearly G*Z)G, it follows that G* satisfies (III) also.

Now (VI) and (5) show that the functions hn in (III) satisfy P(h„)<K<x>.

This, with (7), shows that P is a relaxed F'-integral, which (from 6.2) gives

rise to a positive F'-operator (still denoted by P) with domain (say) TT. Simi-

larly from Q we obtain a positive F'-operator, still denoted by Q, with domain

K. It is easy to see that HC\K~0)G* here, for TT consists of all finite/GF such

that P(f+) and P(f~) are finite, and similarly for K. The relation (6) is easily

seen to apply now to all /GG. Finally, the uniqueness of P and Q is an im-

mediate consequence of the following easily proved remark:

(8) If two F'-operators 0i, 02 agree on G+, where G is any operator domain

(satisfying (I)—(III) above), they agree whenever both are defined.

6.4 Corollaries.

(1) 4«y F'-operator 0 can be extended uniquely to an F'-operator 0* with

domain G*, where G*={f\fEF, \f\ «oo, F*(|/| )<0 }; and G* is the largest
domain to which <p can be extended.

To extend 0, merely define 0*(f) =P(f)-Q(f) (JEG*). If 0' is any exten-
sion of 0 with domain G'Z)G, we first note that F^(g) = V^(g) if gEG+, since

in any decomposition g= Yg" where g„EG'+ we have gnEG from (II), so

that 0(g„) =0'(gn). Now, given g'GG', we use (1) to write \g'\ = Yg* with

gnEG+, and have (from (7)) F,(|g'|) = YV*(gn) = Yv^(gn) = Vr(\g'\)
<SCo°. Thus |g'| EG*, whence g'GG*, proving G'CG*.
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Definition. In accordance with this corollary, we call G* the maximal

domain of the F'-operator 0.

(2) For any F'-operator 0 on F, with domain G, V+ can be extended uniquely

to a positive F'-operator V; the maximal domain of V is the same as that of 0,

and consists of {h\ hEF, \ h\ «oo, | V(h) | «co }.

The required extension is obtained by defining V(f) =P(f)+Q(f) (fEG*)
P and Q being regarded as relaxed F'-integrals. The uniqueness of the exten-

sion to G* follows from (8), and the statements about the maximal domain

of V are easily verified.

(3) ("Dominated convergence theorem") Let 0 be an F'-operator with

domain G, and suppose |/„| ^g (n = l, 2, • • • ), where f„, gEG. Then if /„—»/

we have fEG and 0(fn)—*?(/)■
Suppose first that/„GG+ and that/ = 0. Write g„ = sup {/m|>w^w}; then

gi^g2^ • • • 2:0, gnEG (since gn^g), and gn—>0 (in the sense we use through-

out, of pointwise convergence mod 7v{). The series (gi — g2)+(g2 — gi)~r- • ■ •

converges to gxEG; hence 6.3 (7) gives that E^*(gn —gn+i) converges to

F«(gi)«oo. Thus E„^m { V^(gn) - V*(gn+x) HO as n-^=o ; that is, V*(gn)-*0.

A fortiori F^(f„)—>0, and so 0(/n)—>0. The general case now follows if we re-

place/„ by |/„-/|.
6.5 The Hahrt decomposition. The positive F'-operator F^ can (as in 6.2)

be regarded as a relaxed F'-integral on F. If it is full-valued (as is certainly the

case if F' consists of the real numbers, £' reducing to a single atom), the

Hahn decomposition theorem for numerical functions of bounded variation

has the following generalization.

Theorem 11. 7/0 is an F'-operator on F(E), with domain G,for which Vj, is

full-valued, there exists a decomposition e=p\/q, where pq = o, such that for all

fEG+ we have 0(f) ̂  0 if [f] gp, and 0(f) £0 if [f] ̂ a.

That is, 0 is a positive F'-operator when restricted to the subspace

F(E(p)), and —0 is positive when restricted to F(E(q)).

To prove the theorem, we use Theorem 10 to write <p=P — Q, V^ = P-\-Q,

where P, Q are positive F'-operators on F=F(E), which can therefore be

regarded as relaxed F'-integrals. Now for all/GF+ we have 0^P(f) ±£ V^,(f),

and so [£(/)]^ [F^(f)]; and a similar argument applies to Q. Hence, by

Theorem 5 (4.3), there exist finite non-negative functions h, kEF such that

P(f) = V*(hf) and Q(f) = V*(kf) for all fEF+. Hence 0(f) = V*(gf) where
g = h — k; and we have only to define (using any realization of £) p to be the

set where g^O, and q = complement of p.

Remark. If F is not full-valued, the assertion of Theorem 11 may fail;

e.g., it fails if 0 is the F'-integral on the space of measurable functions (mod

null sets) of a real variable, given by: 0(f) =g' where g'(x) =(sin x)ff(y)dy.

But in any case we obtain the following corollary:

If 0 *5 an arbitrary F'-operator (of bounded variation) on F(E), there exists
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an extension of 0, say to <p* on F(E*) where £*D£, and a decomposition

e* =p*\jq*t where p*q* = o, such that 0* is a positive F'-operator when restricted

to the subspace F(E*(p*)), and —0* is a positive F'-operator when restricted to

F(E*(q*)).
For V4, has a minimal full-valued extension, say to V* on F(£*) (Theorem

4, 4.1). By the corollary to Theorem 6 (5.2) we can extend P and Q to F(£*)

in such a way that the extended F'-operators P*, Q* satisfy 0^P*(f) ^ V*(f),

0^Q*(f)^V*(f) whenever/GF(£*)+. We extend 0 by setting 0*=P*-<2*;
and the argument proving Theorem 11 now applies.

6.6 An illustration. As an illustration of the way in which F'-operators

occur, we consider a closed linear transformation T on a real separable Hil-

bert space 3C; we regard 3C as consisting of the square-integrable functions on

a measure space (S, B, 7\Q> where B and J\" consist of the measurable and null

sets with respect to a tr-finite numerical measure, and we suppose that the

domain D oi T is dense in 3C. We take F=F' = F(S, B, K)D3C, and assert

that T is the strong limit of a sequence of F'-operators (of bounded variation)

on F. More precisely:

Theorem 12. There exist F-operators Tn on F (n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ), each with

domain 3C, such that (i) for each n, T„(3C) is a finite-dimensional linear sub-

space of 3C, (ii) for each fED, \\Tn(f)-T(f)\\-+0 as «->oo.

Proof. T has an adjoint T* whose domain D* is dense in 3C (cf. [7, p.

304]), and if/GT> and gGT>* we have (/, T*g)=(Tf, g). Let {g„} be a com-
plete orthonormal sequence of elements of D*, and define (for all /G3C)

Tn(f) = Y(f< T*gi)g* (1 ^i = n). Then T„ is a bounded linear transformation

of 3C onto the linear subspace of 3C spanned by gi, g2, • ■ • , g„. But iifED,

Tn(f)=Yi (Tf, gi)ii, and so (from Parseval's theorem) \\Tn(f)-T(f)\\->0.

Finally, to show that Tn is an "F-operator" in our sense, it is enough to ex-

hibit it as the difference between two positive F-operators. Write T*(gi) =g*,

and for each/G3C define

F«(/) = Y {0/, g*+)gt + (/, g*~)gc} (l^i^ n),

Qn(f) = Y { (/. gt~)gt + (f, g?+)gc} (1 ̂  i = n).

Then P„, Qn are positive F-operators with domain 3C; and Pn(f) — Qn(f)

= Tn(f).

Corollary. Every closed linear transformation on a separable Hilbert

space is the strong limit of a sequence of bounded linear transformations, each

with finite-dimensional range.

We remark that if we write kn(x, y) = Yg*(y)gi(x) (1 =* = n) m the pre-

ceding argument, we have for 7"„ the "kernel representation" F„(/)(x)

=ff(y)kn(x, y)dy. This illustrates the following theorem, which applies to an
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arbitrary sequence of F'-operators on an arbitrary function space F (satisfy-

ing, as always, the countable chain condition).

6.7 Theorem 13. Let <pi, fa, • • ■ , be a given sequence of F'-operators on

F=F(E), with domains Gx, G2, • • • , and suppose(u) that E^r*»(l)^>0> and

that for each fEF+ we have E^«»(/)>0 unless / = 0. Then there is an iso-

morphism of E onto a subalgebra of a principal ideal of a direct product (J, m)

XE', where (J, m) is a a-finite non-atomic numerical measure algebra, with the

property that there exist finite functions kx, kif • • • , on (J, m) XE' such that,

if fEF corresponds under the isomorphism to f*EF{(J, m)XE'}, we have

<pn(f)=Jknf*dM=Jjkn(x, s)f*(x, s)dm(x) whenever fEG n (n = l, 2, • ■ ■).

To prove Theorem 13, we merely write 0n=7>n —(?„ as in Theorem 10

(6.3), where P„ and Qn can be regarded as relaxed F'-integrals on F. Theorem

13 now follows from an application of Theorem 9 (5.9) to the sequence

{Pn,Qn}.

As was remarked in the introduction to this paper, every operator expres-

sible in the kernel form 0(f) =fkfdM is necessarily of bounded variation in

the present sense; hence Theorem 13 gives, in a sense, a complete description

of the structure of an arbitrary sequence of F'-operators (of bounded varia-

tion). As was also remarked in the introduction, the analogous theorem for

complex function spaces would follow by almost the same argument.
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